A structure-based strategy for discovery of small ligands binding to functionally unknown proteins: combination of in silico screening and surface plasmon resonance measurements.
In the postgenomic era, many researchers and organizations have been engaged in structural and functional analyses of proteins. As a part of these efforts, searching for small organic compounds that bind specifically to target proteins is quite important. In this study, we have developed a rational strategy for ligand discovery based on the three-dimensional structures of target proteins, which were elucidated by X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The strategy has three features: (i) rapid selection of candidate compounds by in silico screening, (ii) automated preparation of sample solutions with robotics, and (iii) reliable evaluation of the candidates with surface plasmon resonance. Applying the strategy to a protein, At2g24940 from Arabidopsis thaliana, we discovered four small ligands out of a commercially available library of about 150 000 compounds. Although these compounds had only weak affinities to the target protein, with dissociation constants ranging from 68 to 120 microM, they apparently possess common structural features. They would be leads for the development of specific inhibitors/drugs for At2g24940, and provide important clues toward elucidation of the protein function.